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The Russia Federal Security Service (FSB) said it identified the overseas origins of hoaxes in 2017 and
2018. Alexei Pavlishak / TASS

Russian network operators could be forced to block internet traffic from countries they
believe hoax bomb threats come from, the RBC news website reported Friday.

A wave of hoax threats swept Russia in 2017, and during the football World Cup last year,
causing disruptions for businesses and public buildings. The Russian Federal Security Service
(FSB) said it had identified Russian citizens who were living abroad and using internet phone
services to call in the threats anonymously. 

Russia’s FSB will gain the authority to suspend online traffic for 180 days from specific
countries deemed to be the originators of the threats, RBC cited sources and a package of
legislative initiatives as saying.

https://www.rbc.ru/technology_and_media/25/10/2019/5db1b39a9a79474bf5052b0a?from=from_main


“The provider will be required to block both voice and data transmission [because] both types
of traffic are transmitted through the same channel,” the outlet quoted an unnamed source
involved in talks on the matter as saying.

Related article: Putin Signs Internet Isolation Bill Into Law

Two other participants told RBC that the FSB is seeking to block only voice and text messages. 

“No one directly mentioned disconnecting the entire communication channel,” one of them
was quoted as saying. 

Russia’s Security Council ordered the FSB and the Communications Ministry to devise a set of
measures to counter the hoax bomb threats by the end of 2019.

Irina Levova, who heads the interagency group tasked with fighting the hoax threats,
confirmed the authenticity of its legal initiatives to RBC. The Communications Ministry said
“work is ongoing” on fighting bomb hoaxes, but declined to comment further.

Tougher Internet laws introduced in the past five years require search engines to delete some
search results, messaging services to share encryption keys with security services and social
networks to store users' personal data on servers within Russia.
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